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How are you feeling?

Please make sure you talk to your grown ups about how 
you are feeling regularly.  Remember you can also talk 
to myself using seesaw as well if you want to. 



Monday 11th January 2021
Spelling 

Check the spelling definitions in your dictionary and use your spellings within a sentence. Could 
you also use a thesaurus to find and locate better synonyms for these words. 



Handwriting (B5-U6)

Add capital letters, brackets and fullstops to the following sentences:

the uk united kingdom consists of four countries

A new president has been elected in the united states of america usa

Punctuation ladder



Today’s reading for fun and enjoyment…

Why don’t you:

-Try to find where New 

York is on a world map?

-Try to find out how far 

away it is from the United 

Kingdom?



Guided Reading: The Peculiars by Kieran 
Larwood-Chapter 18

Retrieval (AF2):  Where did Sheba land? 
(Page 209)

Inference (AF3): How do you think Sheba 
felt at this time? (Page 209)

Choice of language (AF5):  Write an 
alternative synonym for swarmed? (Page 
209)



Can you identify an 
example of each 
word type in the 

text on the 
previous page?



English Learning Objective 



Use the website links below to help you add to your notes that you made on Friday.

Below is a list of websites to help you.

https://www.kids-world-travel-guide.com/egypt-facts.html

https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/explore/countries/egypt/

http://www.touregypt.net/kids/modernegypt.htm

https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/country-close-up/egypt/

https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/articles/teaching-content/fast-facts-egypt/

You will notice that each websites give different populations, this is because they were written 
at different times. The most current population of Egypt is 102,334,404.

https://www.kids-world-travel-guide.com/egypt-facts.html
https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/explore/countries/egypt/
http://www.touregypt.net/kids/modernegypt.htm
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-world/country-close-up/egypt/
https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/articles/teaching-content/fast-facts-egypt/
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Fluent in five



11.1.2021 Fluent in five

Four operations:

1. 8265+8171=
2. 7800-5172=
3. 8273x6=
4. 6153 divided by 7 =

2,3 and 4 timestable
practise





Maths Learning Objective 



Please pay attention to the information on the slide below. It will help you convert mixed 
numbers to improper fractions. The following youtube video will help you understand too: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=shpf9krdXQQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=shpf9krdXQQ


Fluency 1

Fluency 2

Reasoning  

Problem solving 



Fluency 1

Fluency 2

Reasoning 1 

Answers

Answer

Answers

Answer

A= 2 2 = 8
3    3

B= 2 2 =10
4    4

C= 2 2 = 12   
5     5

D= 2 2 = 14
6      6

A=2 1 = 13
6      6

B=4 1 = 25
6     6

C=4 1 = 13  
3     3

D=8 2 = 26
3      3

Problem solving 



Key vocabulary

light
ray
beam
light source

data logger
light sensor
Lux
opaque

transparent
translucent
object
shadow

reflection
mirror
eye



Can you use a dictionary or the internet with parental 
permission to a find definitions for the following words:

transparent
translucent 
opaque
shadow
light ray



Then can you try to find the answers to these questions using the 
internet with parental permisision:

 What do you know about light?
 How would you tell the difference between a light 

source and reflected light?
 How can we measure the brightness of a light 

source?
 Which light source will be the brightest?
• How does light travel and how can we represent the 

way light travels?


